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In the building and proceeding to the campus, the flowers of May will take on a new aspect in the eyes of the student body. This scene is not unique this year, but it has been a tradition of the University for many years. The students will adorn their caps and gowns with flowers and the campus will be filled with the sweet perfume of the blossoms. The students will then proceed to the commencement exercises where they will receive their diplomas and be addressed by various dignitaries. The day will be filled with music, speeches, and the presentation of awards.

The Spectrum News Collection takes pride in covering all aspects of campus life. We strive to provide accurate and informative news for our readers. Our team of reporters and editors work diligently to ensure that our coverage is comprehensive and relevant.

Spectrum News Collection
leaching after the Mayfest. Miss Betty Beck, who
launched the festival on behalf of the Southern
Alabama Women's Auxiliary, was the first
one to throw the gathering. Mrs. Beck said
the festival was to help raise funds for the
Auburn Free Public Library.

The festival was

held in front of the city.
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Blais Shoe Plant and Pressing Club

If we can't fix 'em throw them away.

SUDDEN SERVICE
Phone 373.
We call far and deliver.

COMPLIMENTS OF BALDWIN HOTEL

Your shoes will last better if you have them repaired at

............. HARPER and HARPER

Phone 215
Milledgeville, Ga.

The New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Jno. C. Black, Agent
Milledgeville, Georgia

SPRING
by Henry Timrod
Spring, with that ethereal music
in the air
Whose duty with all things fair.
Singing, with her golden mass, and
sister rain.
Is with us again.

One in the beauty with the jovial
burns
Its fragrant lamps, and turns
into a misty gale with golden
bedizen.
The knell of dark ingress.

In the deep hour of every moment
The blood is all a glow,
And there's a look about the less
laid
As if they dreamed of flowers.

CUREES
Even a bluebird
missing will beings.
May winter sunshine

All the days bring,
And just a little joy.
Curling and bowing,
Her merry jelly Jen
All over town.

—Fand K. Winfield.

With: "Look at that adorable baby
in the window, John. Let's go buy
it.

John: "Certainly dear, Right be
it."

I call. My best and eldest sister
because she's hard-headed and petit.

Mother will expect a MOTHER'S DAY card.

Don't disappoint her. Our stock is beautiful

R. H. WOOTEN

THE WIFE'S UNIFORM IS DIPPED

Not only all the trays, flowers, and
weather breadth (the fact that
"Flowers is in bloom," according to
Professor of the students of G. C. W. also
helped make that fact known.

The President, Boardmen, and
Bulldogs, all dived into their white
and black uniforms, better known as
their "white uniform", and the
hispanics in the new Winter Phany
made a lovely sight on Winter morn
ing on their way to church.

Since the coming of white is so
emblematic of the season, it seems
capable of appropriating that
Winter fashion the three winter classes
should wear their white uniforms for
the first time this spring. It signals
that a new spirit pervaded the camp
when the white dreams were worn,
and they made such a whole
change from the dull realism of
wearing the brown uniforms.

—FREDERICK G. WOOLF

PRESIDENTIAL GIVE-CRAP PROGRAM

A very beautiful renderable program was rendered by the President Class Club, united by the mission of the club, which was held on Friday morning, March 21.

The class program was followed by three members, the President, "Santa Maria", and "The Catcha Bridge".

Marie and Willy next to the park in sick room. Mary's kid sister next thing as—she picked flowers,

CARRS EMPORIUM
Hats — Flowers — Hosiers — and — Improvis
127 S. Wayne Street
Milledgeville, Ga.

MILLEDGEVILLE BANKING CO.
Milledgeville, Georgia
Under the same management for over thirty years
A RECORD MADE —
In these thirty years surpassed by no
Bank in the State of Georgia and

EUROPEAN BUDGET
Purposeful and careful attention given to
all business entered to this bank.